Meeting Minutes 10/15/2021

Student Group Proposal
- student groups come in beginning weeks of the semester
- garner enough interest for the group
- make sure groups show progress
- have them come back after 2 semester probation
Badminton club
- badminton is easy to learn in a short period of time
- something to do other than just talking and meeting
- unisex sport
- graduate students have different lifestyles than graduates students, therefore different from the undergraduate badminton club
- have met on Thursday nights, 10-12 people without a proper court as of now (no rules)
- want to host a tournament event every semester
presentation concluded

Question: The present badminton club is meeting MF, they need the time slot too. Competitive time slot
- Waiting to be approved for regular time slots

Question: DR is on badminton team, a lot of students on current team are not undergraduates
- Open for everyone in diverse skill levels (beginner ect)
- Plan to open for SEAS, and also other graduates (Will given SEAS student priority)
- Got approval from EGSC board
- Homecoming Social: Amity Brunch 10/23/21
- Social Announcement: 10/15: retuning ms; 10/22 Phd; 10/28&10/29 New MS
- Feedback for CEAA: Student Alumni Connection (Open to all majors)
  Interested: Product Management, Data Scientist, Consulting, Biotech Startups,

Big buckets of questions: Alumni to come talk about how to get into industry without work experience (Data science required to be a work expert)
- BMEs interested in consulting
- IEOR courses are very specified, talk more about job titles and specific jobs that a particular cohort can target
- Talk about their achievements
- Things they wish they did differently
- Too much homework
- Requirement to be US resident, more accessibility for international students (restrictive policies about living in the US for a few years
- Information on how to transition careers and avoid being pigeonholed into a certain concentration/field

Executive in Residence:
What events do we want to have during the one week we can spend with the executive?
- Talk about how they went from our shoes to theirs
- 1 on 1s
- Machine learning: organized sessions related to machine learning (4-5 hours slots)
-overall, small events to be more intimate with the departments
Course registration frustrations
-GSA will make a survey about course registration
-not enough course information
-not enough course structure information
-what the course satisfies for the degree
-some classes have larger rooms when they are unneeded
-huge resource gap
-no more asking a particular school if they are allowed to register
-no streamline process for getting into the class across departments
-add more sections to classes to accommodate more MS students
-during class shopping. Must take a spot from someone else while shopping from someone who wants the class. See the syllabus beforehand.
Meeting adjourned